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Abstract
Most commercial buildings in Shanghai’s central area are designed as multi‐level complexes due to the high
land value. These mixed‐use urban complexes usually have large circulation systems, including multi‐level
entrances and complicated vertical transitions between levels. Therefore, these buildings are not only hard
for users to understand their spatial configuration, but also difficult for the designers to predict the
accessibility of different spaces and to arrange facilities.
This paper attempts to investigate the effect of local integration (I) and other design parameters such as the
Entrance (E), Level Variation (L), and Vertical Transition (T) on the patterns of multi‐level pedestrian flows. An
Integrated Model including Local Integration and other variables is developed to take the effect of these key
design parameters into consideration in a single statistical model.
In order to compare the movement emerging logic, the “Cloud Nine” and “Grand Gateway” shopping malls
are taken as examples of multi‐level complexes in our case study, while Da‐ning Life Hub is chosen as an
example of single level commercial block. In the single level case, we find a good correlation (r2=0.671)
between the logarithm of pedestrian flows and Local Integration (r=3), which can be explained by the high
intelligibility of the system (0.76). While in multi‐level commercial cases, measures of configuration can not
explain the pedestrian flows well. The correlation between R3 and Movement is only about 40%. However,
if taking other design parameters into consideration, almost 60% of the variation in pedestrian flows can be
predicted by the Integrated Model in both cases. By comparing the significance of individual variables in the
Integrated Model, we find that Local Integration (I) is the most influential factor, followed by Vertical
Transition (T), Entrance (E), and Level Variation (L). The analysis of the effect of combined variables on
movement shows that [I/E+T], which integrated I, E, T, has the highest contribution among all of the
variables.
This study also get clues for multi‐level building design. In order to achieve an intelligible circulation system in
a complex building, we suggest the following criteria: relatively more common area and less axial lines to
structure the common space; core spaces are continuous and thus circulation become loop; entrances and
vertical transitional spaces should have direct connection with core spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
As cities are expending and urban population is growing, many big cities such as Shanghai are adopting
integrated multi‐level complexes.
In this study, the commercial complexes with multi‐level entrances and multi‐level common areas are
defined as “multi‐level commercial space”. These mixed‐use urban complexes usually have large circulation
systems, including multi‐level entrances and complicated vertical transitions between levels. Therefore,
these buildings are not only hard for the users to understand the spatial configuration, but also difficult for
the designers to predict the accessibility of different spaces and to arrange facilities. To solve the problem,
the author tried to analyze the correlation of pedestrian flows and space configuration in multi‐level
commercial spaces in Shanghai.

1.2 Multi‐level Application of Space Syntax
Previous Space‐syntax studies on the relationship between pedestrian flows and Spatial Configuration have
shown that, in general, pedestrian flows can be predicted by the measure of spatial integration (Hillier et al,
1993). For example, a good correlation (r2=0.734) between the logarithm of movement and radius 3
integration was found by Hillier in the model of Barnbury in London (Hillier, 1996).
Despite the growing success of Space Syntax, research in multi‐level systems was limited and mainly focused
on urban areas. Chang and Penn analyzed pedestrian flows rate in relatively unintelligible multi‐level urban
areas, the Barbican and the south Bank (Chang & Penn,1998). They proposed that if the predict model was
integrated with other design parameters (Depth, Entrances, Levels, Major Routes, Transitional Spaces)
with configuration measures, researchers can find useful results.
Asami and Kubat (2003) attempted to extend axial line to incorporate the height change by introducing
“Extended Axial Lines”. Besides, Wang J, Zhu Q and Mao Q (2007) integrated space syntax with the theory
from the image of city (Lynch, K., 1960) and constructed a concept model to describe the important
influences of the three‐dimensional image points on people’s behavior.
As for the large multi‐level complexes, a recent study conducted by Parvin (2007) developed a different
Integrated Model and found that the isovist properties and the urban design parameters like MTR station,
transition between levels, vertical circulation all have significant effects on patterns of movement.

1.3 Objective/Purpose
The purposes of this paper are as following:
1) How to describe the correlation of integration and pedestrian flows in single level commercial spaces
and in multi‐level ones?
2) Are there any other spatial parameters affecting the pedestrian flows in multi‐level commercial
spaces, and what is the extent of importance of them?
3) How to evaluate the configuration of a multi‐level commercial space?
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2. METHOD
The pedestrian flows data were gathered by the “Gate Count” method (D Chang, A Penn,1998). Analysis of
axial integration and connectivity was carried out in Depthmap. The study also developed an Integrated
Model including Local Integration and other variables as a single statistical model. SPSS (Statistic Package for
Social Science) was used to test Correlation Analysis, Significance Analysis, and the Multiple Regression.

3. COMPARISON OF CASES AND SPACE SYNTAX ANALYSIS
3.1 Case Comparison
Most commercial centers in Shanghai locate inside middle‐ring road (Figure 2‐a). The high accessibility and
land value in Shanghai’s central area bring up most valuable commercial buildings in this area, and those
buildings are designed as high‐density multi‐level complexes. A, the location of the commercial centers
seems to be supported by the distribution of metro lines (Figure 2‐b), which makes it possible for their
multi‐level development.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Shanghai’s Commercial Centers (2010): (a) location and (b) relationship to metro lines

In order to compare the movement emerging logic in multi‐level complexes and single level commercial
blocks, the Cloud Nine and Grand Gateway shopping malls were taken as multi‐level complex examples
while Da‐ning Life Hub (Da‐ning) was chosen as an example of the later (Table 1). The cases are located
inside middle‐ring of Shanghai, all of which have convenient transportation and mixed‐use function,
including hotel, office, retail, catering, entertainment, culture, parking etc.
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(a) Da‐ning

location
opening year
coverage area
total area
parking lot
entrances
type

Table 1 Comparison of each case
(b) Cloud Nine

Middle‐ring road
2006
2
5.5 hm
2
250,000 m
1,500
GF
shopping district

Inner‐ring road
2005
2
2.59 hm
2
320,000 m
860
GF,B1,2F
Multi‐level complex

(c) Grand Gateway

Inner‐ring road
1999
2
4 hm
2
400,000 m
1,400
GF,B1,2F
Multi‐level complex

Cloud Nine and Grand Gateway both have multi‐level entrances (Figure 3), among which the B2 and 1F
entrances of Cloud Nine and B1 entrance of Grand Gateway are connected with Metro Station. The mal‐
position of atriums and common areas makes some elevators and escalators incoherent, which has negative
impact on users finding their way.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Multi‐level Entrances: (a) Cloud Nine, (b) Grand Gateway
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3.2 Pedestrian Flows Observation and Spatial Analysis
The actual amount of pedestrian flows in Da‐ning was investigated in a cloudy weekend. 34 points were
surveyed three times, five minutes per time. 8,300 people (adults) were randomly observed . The data are
presented in terms of people per hour in the axial map of Da‐ning (Figure 4‐a). Figure 4‐b shows the axial
analysis of Da‐ning.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Pedestrian flow in Da‐ning per hour, (b) Integration (R3)

As for Cloud Nine and Grand Gateway, the movement data (adults) were gathered five times, five minutes
per time. 18,030 (38 points) and 24,633(87 points) people were observed respectively. The data are
presented in terms of people per hour in Figure 5‐a and Figure 6‐a . Figure 5‐b , Figure 6‐b show the axial
analysis of the two multi‐level cases. Before analyzing the graph, all the levels are linked as one continuous
system (Turner, 2004).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. (a) Pedestrian flow in Cloud Nine per hour, (b) Integration (R3)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5. (a) Pedestrian flow in Grand Gateway per hour, (b) Integration (R3)
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3.3 Relationship between Local Integration and Pedestrian Flows
The correlation analysis of Da‐ning reveals that r3 integration has a significant impact on the patterns of
movement in single level commercial space (Table 2‐a). In this case, we found a good correlation (r=0.819,
r2=0.671) between the logarithm of pedestrian flows and Local Integration (r=3).
Whereas, in the cases of Cloud Nine and Grand Gateway, the correlation are 0.448 and 0.412 (Table 2‐b, c).
The figures suggest a considerable effect of r3 integration on pedestrian flows in multi‐level commercial
place. However, there are some limitations when it is used for predicting pedestrian flows on the basis of
integration in multi‐level commercial space.

Table 2 Model Summary

(a) Da‐ning

log movement

Pearson Correlation
Sig.(2‐tailed)
N

Integration (R3)
.819**
.000
26

log movement

Pearson Correlation
Sig.(2‐tailed)
N

Integration (R3)
.669**
.000
38

log movement

Pearson Correlation
Sig.(2‐tailed)
N

Integration (R3)
.642**
.000
87

(b) Cloud Nine

(c) Grand Gateway

**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2‐tailed)

4. THE CORRELATION BETWEEN MOVEMENT AND LOCAL INTEGRATION IN MULTI‐LEVEL COMMERCIAL
SPACE
4.1 Intelligibility Analysis
Scattergrams in Figure 8 plot connectivity against global integration. The structures of the scatters of points
representing spaces in Cloud Nine and Grand Gateway are messy when compared with those representing
spaces in Da‐ning (Figure 8). The result shows that the high correlation between movement and local
integration can be partly explained by the high intelligibility of the system.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Intelligibility: (a) Da‐ning, (b) Cloud Nine, (c) Grand Gateway

(c)

4.2 Variables Analysis
It can be conclude from the survey that pedestrian flows were apparently influenced by spatial parameters
such as level variation, entrances and vertical transitions1. Therefore, we need to analyze these parameters
and define the three design variables for each by adjusting the local integration values.

Figure 7. Relationship between Movement and Level Variation: (a) Cloud Nine, (b) Grand Gateway

In light of the variation of observed movement in different levels, the pedestrian flows were decreased
gently with increasing number of levels in both cases except for a few levels (Figure 9). In Cloud Nine, each
of the selected axial line was weighted with 0 to 9 according to B2 to 9F, in Grand Gateway, with 0 to 6
according B1 to 6F. The variable L was then derived to adjust the axial integration of axial lines in different
levels.

1

Non‐spatial parameters such as floor areas, types of shops were not taken into account here
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Figure 8. Relationship between Movement and Entrances: (a) Cloud Nine, (b) Grand Gateway

As Figure 10 shows, the pedestrian flows varied greatly due to the existence of entrances. In both cases, the
movement in spaces which connect with entrances were as 3 times as the ones not connect with
entrances. A value of 1 (positive effect) was applied if the space was connected directly with an entrance,
and if not, a value of 0 (negative effect) was applied. The variable E was then derived to adjust the axial
integration according to the relationship of axial lines with entrances.

Figure 9. Relationship between Movement and Vertical Transition: (a) Cloud Nine, (b) Grand Gateway

Although we have linked axial lines in different levels through elevators, staircases and other vertical
transitions, but the links are only considered like one‐step changes to get from one line to the other which
cannot reflect their effect on attracting pedestrian flows. Figure 11 shows there was a statistically
significant difference in the movement between the spaces connect with vertical transitions and those
spaces not connect with vertical transitions. In the former spaces, pedestrian flows were 2 times as much as
the later ones. A value of 1 (positive effect) was applied if the space was connected directly with a vertical
transition, and if not, a value of 0 (negative effect) was applied. The variable T was then derived to adjust
the axial integration according to the relationship of axial lines with vertical transitions.
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4.3 Multiple regression analysis
The multiple regression technique was used in this study to find out the relationship between pedestrian
flows and other parameters. In the model, the logarithm of pedestrian flows (movement) was taken as
dependent variable (M) and a local integration (I), whole other three variables (L, E, T) were taken as the
independent variables. The Integrated Model is as following:

M= b0+ b1*I+ b2*L+ b3*E+ b4*T+ b5

(1)

The model produce significant r2 in both cases, with 0.813 in Cloud Nine and 0.603 in Grand Gateway (Table
3). The F ratio (35.757 and 31.169 respectively) in both models is highly significant (p<0.001). Apparently, if
taking other design parameters (Entrance, Level Variation, and Vertical Transition) into consideration, the
local integration becomes a significant regressor.

Model

R

Table 3 Model Summary
R Square Adjusted R Square

Sig.
a

Cloud Nine
.901
.000
a
Grand Gateway .777
.000
a
. Predictors: (Constant), I, E, L, T

.813
.603

Std. Error of the Estimate

.790
.584

.43740
.46273

4.4 Significance of variables
a

Table 4 Coefficients
Model

(Constant)
I
E
L
T
In case of Cloud Nine

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
B
4.542
1.036
.737
‐.125
.461

Std. Error
.596
.288
.238
.025
.165

Unstandardized Coefficients

B
(Constant)
4.876
I
.762
E
.368
L
‐.055
T
.479
In case of Grand Gateway

Std. Error
.209
.106
.174
.031
.103

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
‐
.345
.286
‐.415
.242

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
‐
.526
.172
.146
.331
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t

Sig.

7.620
3.598
3.101
‐5.038
2.794

.000
.001
.004
.000
.009

t

Sig.

21.94
7.210
2.116
1.768
4.650

.000
.000
.037
.081
.000
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The analysis of significance (Table 4) shows that in Cloud Nine, the significance of variables are descended by
L, I, E, T, while in Grand Gateway are I, T, E, L. In both cases, Local Integration (R3) and Vertical Transitional
(T) play very important roles. It is noteworthy that, the influence of L exceeds I in Cloud Nine, whereas in
Grand Gateway, it is unimportant (p=0.081).
The study derives a set of combined variables (refer to Parvin et al, 2007) to understand their influence on
movement and interaction among themselves. The combined variables are: [I/E], [I/E‐L], [I/E+T], [I/E‐L+T]. As
shown in Figure 12,[I/E+T] is the most influential combined variable, with the correlation of 0.648 and 0.557
in Cloud Nine and Grand Gateway respectively. It means that almost 60% of the variation in pedestrian flows
can be predicted by the Integrated Model in both cases.

Figure 10. Effect of Combined Variables on Movement

The above analysis shows that except for the horizontal configuration, the distribution of entrances, the
variation of levels and the setting of vertical transitional spaces will change the whole space configuration
of the building, thus affecting the pedestrian flows, and its effect can be quantified.

5. COMPLEXITY OF WAY‐FINDING

Figure 11. Effect of Variables on Movement
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Figure 13 shows the effect of different combinations of independent variables. The correlation coefficients
are close in the two cases when Local Integration was the only factor took into consideration (with 0.45 and
0.42 respectively). While for other variables (Entrances, Levels, Vertical transitions), the correlation
coefficients in Cloud Nine are better than Grand Gateway no matter what kind of combination. It means,
when take other spatial parameters into consideration, the regression model of Cloud Nine can better
predict the pedestrian flows than the one of Grand Gateway, and it is easier for users to understand the
spatial configuration in Cloud Nine. In order to figure out the reason, we compared the following two
aspects of both cases:

5.1 The relationship of common area and service area
In commercial space, the ratio of common area and service area is a global design parameter in the process
of architectural design.
The common area of Cloud Nine and Grand Gateway are 63,048 (of which 22,495 is atrium) and 39,739 (of
which 14,157 is atrium) square meters respectively, while the service area are 138,658 and 113,153
respectively. As can be seen from the Figure 14‐a, the ratio of common area and service area is apparently
much higher in Cloud Nine than in Grand Gateway.

Figure 12. (a) The Ratio of Common area and Service area, (b) The Ratio of Axial lines Number and Service area（square meters per
axial line）

Furthermore, we can use the number of axial lines to replace common area, Figure 14‐b shows there are
345 square meters per axial line in Cloud Nine and 275 in Grand Gateway.
From the above analysis, it can be pointed out that when users are walking in Cloud Nine, they can get more
consumer information (1.25 times) than in the later one, thus they can know their locations better.
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5.2 Continues of core spaces, and their relationship to the entrances and vertical transitions

(a)

(b)
Figure 13. Core Axial lines, Entrances and Vertical Transitions: (a) Cloud Nine, (b) Grand Gateway
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The global integration indicates the accessibility and convenience in the whole system of an axial line, in this
study we defined the axial lines which have the highest global integration (the highest 1/3 ones of the whole
system) as core axial lines (the red lines in Figure 15). The location and the continues of the core spaces,
and their relationship to the entrances and vertical transitions are the crucial factor which influence the
pedestrian flows in commercial spaces, as Figure 15 shows.
In Cloud Nine (Figure 15‐a), the core axial lines form a continues loop. 83% (5 out of 6) of the entrances and
80% of (24 out of 30) vertical transitions are connected directly with these core axial lines. While in Grand
Gateway (Figure 15‐b), the core axial lines continues only on 1F. These core axial lines only connect with
55% (6 out of 11) of the entrances and 65% (24 out of 37) of the vertical transitions.
Compared with Grand Gateway, the degree of connectivity between core axial lines and entrances and
vertical transitions in Cloud Nine is significantly higher, which makes it easier to guide the users from the
entrances to the core places, and to lead them onto various levels, so the efficiency of the commercial
space is raised and the pedestrian flows are balanced.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we found that the correlation between R3 and Movement is only 0.448 in Cloud Nine, and
0.412 in The Grand Gateway. While taking other design parameters (Entrance, Level Variation, and Vertical
Transition) into consideration, more than 60% of the variation in pedestrian flows can be predicted by the
Integrated Model in both cases (0.81 in Cloud Nine and 0.60 in The Grand Gateway).
By comparing the significance of individual variables, the study showed that Local Integration (I) is the most
influential factor, and Vertical Transitional (T) also plays an important role, followed by Entrance (E), and
finally Level Variation (L). The analysis of the effect of combined variables on movement shows that [I/E+T],
which integrated with I, E, T, has the highest contribution among all the variables.
This study also get clues for multi‐level building design. In order to achieve an intelligible circulation system
in a complex building, we suggest the following criteria: relatively more common area and less axial lines to
structure the common space; core spaces are continuous and become loop; entrances and vertical
transitional spaces should have direct connection with core spaces. When these conditions are met, it will
be easier for users to understand the spatial configuration, the efficiency will be greatly raised.
Both of the multi‐level cases have atrium. The accessible models do not match visual models, which is
unusual in one‐level systems. The traditional axial model only analyzes the accessibility of space, which
cannot represent the behavior of people completely. That’s why local integration cannot predict movement
well in both cases, while taking other parameters in, the regression model of Cloud Nine can predict the
movement better than the model of Grand Gateway (Further research is needed to compare visual model
and accessible model).
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